Poker $1000 High Hands No Rollover
Saturday, January 1, 2022
Resorts World Catskills - Rules
The High Hand per half Hour promotion qualifying period runs from 10:00am to 10:00pm, with one potential winner per half hour
on selected days.
*One – $1000 winner is announced at 10:30am, if the hand reaches the minimum qualifier, and every half hour following until
10:00pm for a total of 24 high hand periods.
Each day from 10:00am to 9:30pm a Poker Supervisor announces the opening of the one half hour qualifying period.
The Poker High Hand per half Hour promotion is posted in the Resorts World Catskills (“R.W.C.”) Poker Room at least 48 hours
prior to the selected promotion date.
At the completion of the announced one half hour period, a Poker Supervisor announces the qualifying half hour is complete and
a new period has begun. Any hand in process of verification before the closing announcement is eligible. A hand in play which is
not complete during the closing announcement will qualify for the next drawing period, if applicable.
The opening high hand and subsequent higher hands are verified by a Poker Supervisor or above and posted on a television
screen inside the Poker Room.
In the event the television display is inactive, the high hand updates are verbally announced on the overhead speakers. A High
Hand Tracking Log is completed to track the player’s hand, table number, time the hand reached showdown, and the player’s
phone number.
At the completion of each qualifying half hour, the Poker Supervisor visits the location of the winner. Each winner receives and
completes Winner’s Ticket with a value of $1000 in cash. Each winner also provides a signature on the Marketing Reserve
Distribution Log. In the event the winner is not present, they have 7 days to claim the prize. R.W.C. will attempt to call patrons
with the phone number provided if they are not presented however R.W.C. will not be responsible for transmission failure or
incorrect phone numbers. Failure to claim the prize within 7 days results in forfeiture of the prize.
The minimum qualifying hand is Four of a kind eight's. In the event there is no qualifying hand in a qualifying period, there are no
rollovers of the prize amount.
Patrons must use at least one of their hole cards in determining the high hand.
A qualifying high hand is not required to reach the showdown.
The minimum pot size requirement to qualify for this promotion is $20.
All hands must be clearly displayed.
This promotion does not require entries; however patrons must have a Players card as requirements for eligibility.
Eligible game types for this promotion within the Poker Room are: 3/6 Limit Hold’em, 6/12 Limit Hold’em, 10/20 Limit Hold’em,
1/2 No Limit Holdem, and 2/5 No Limit Holdem. Time Rake games, Omaha games, Stud games, and Tournament games are not
included.
The Poker High Hand per Half Hour promotion is funded from the Marketing Reserve fund.
In the event that the same two or more qualifying hands are made within the same qualifying period, the prize is divided evenly
amongst those qualifying hands.
Players must play their hands independently and cannot tell opponents how to act or reveal their hand to other players.
This promotion is open to the public and requires a Genting Rewards Club Card to participate. Cards are available at the Genting
Rewards Club or at the Card Printing kiosks. No purchase is required. Valid identification is required to sign up for a Genting
Rewards Club Card.
All finalists must be 21 years of age or older, present two forms of identification; one of which is a valid government-issued ID
(that includes a photo and/or physical description) and provide their Social Security number (for tax purposes only) to claim
prizes.
When a finalist is not able to present valid identification within 7 days of winning, is on the NYSGC Self Exclusion and/or State
Exclusion list, is ineligible per NYSGC regulations, or is formally evicted by R.W.C. management the finalist forfeits the prize.
Acceptable forms of ID are; Driver’s License, Passport, State or U.S. Government-issued ID, or U.S. military ID. All forms of ID must
have a photo and/or physical description of the holder. When a Poker Supervisor or above visually verifies the winner and the ID
that the Players Card Center has on file is valid, the prize is still awarded.
Employees at Resorts World Catskills, employees of Empire Resorts Inc., Montreign Operating Company, LLC, Empire Resorts Real
Estate I, LLC, Empire Resorts Real Estate II, LLC, Bally Gaming Systems, Aristocrat, IGT, Konami, Everi, Spielo, MGT, SDG and/or
Multimedia Games and/or their spouses, siblings, children and/or other dependents living in the same residence are not eligible
to participate.
Individuals on the self-exclusion list, exclusion list and individuals who are prohibited from entering the property are not eligible
for participation in this promotion.21. All participants must grant permission to R.W.C. for promotional use of their names,
photographs, and identity.
All participants must grant permission to R.W.C. for promotional use of their names, photographs, and identity.
Any dispute or situation not covered by the official rules will be resolved by RWC management in a manner deemed to be fairest
to all concerned, and that decision shall be final and binding on all participants. In addition, RWC has the right to void any entry,
and/or to change, cancel or modify this promotion at any time. Participation in this promotion is an agreement to abide by all
rules of the promotion and official rules of RWC.
NYSGC will be notified immediately in the event of a cancellation or if the Promotion fails to run as submitted.

Poker $200 High Hands
Mondays & Tuesdays in January
Resorts World Catskills - Rules
The High Hand per Hour promotion qualifying period runs from 10:00am to 10:00pm, with one winner per hour on selected days.
* One – $200 winner is announced at 11:00am and every half hour following until 10:00pm for a total of 12 high hand periods.
Each day from 10:00am to 9:00pm a Poker Supervisor announces the opening of the one hour qualifying period.
The Poker High Hand per Hour promotion is posted in the Resorts World Catskills (“R.W.C.”) Poker Room at least 48 hours prior to
the selected promotion date.
At the completion of the announced one hour period, a Poker Supervisor announces the qualifying hour is complete and a new
period has begun. Any hand in process of verification before the closing announcement is eligible. A hand in play which is not
complete during the closing announcement will qualify for the next drawing period, if applicable.
The opening high hand and subsequent higher hands are verified by a Poker Supervisor or above and posted on a television screen
inside the Poker Room.
In the event the television display is inactive, the high hand updates are announced on the overhead speakers. A High Hand Tracking
Log is completed to track the player’s hand, table number, time the hand reached showdown, and the player’s phone number.
At the completion of each qualifying hour, the Poker Supervisor visits the location of the winner. Each winner receives and
completes Winner’s Ticket with a value of $200 in cash. Each winner also provides a signature on the Marketing Reserve Distribution
Log. In the event the winner is not present, they have 7 days to claim the prize. R.W.C. will attempt to call patrons with the phone
number provided if they are not presented however R.W.C. will not be responsible for transmission failure or incorrect phone
numbers. Failure to claim the prize within 7 days results in forfeiture of the prize.
There is no minimum qualifying hand.
The minimum pot size requirement to qualify for this promotion is $20.
Patrons must use at least one of their hole cards in determining the high hand.
A qualifying high hand is not required to reach the showdown.
All hands must be clearly displayed.
This promotion does not require entries; however, patrons must have a Players card as requirements for eligibility.
Eligible game types for this promotion within the Poker Room are: 3/6 Limit Hold’em, 6/12 Limit Hold’em, 10/20 Limit Hold’em, 1/2
No Limit Holdem, and 2/5 No Limit Holdem. Time Rake games, Omaha games, Stud games, and Tournament games are not included.
The Poker High Hand per Half Hour promotion is funded from the Marketing Reserve fund.
If the same two or more qualifying hands are made within the same qualifying period, the prize is divided evenly amongst those
qualifying hands.
Players must play their hands independently and cannot tell opponents how to act or reveal their hand to other players.
This promotion is open to the public and requires a Genting Rewards Club Card to participate. Cards are available at the Genting
Rewards Club or at the Card Printing kiosks. No purchase is required. Valid identification is required to sign up for a Genting Rewards
Club Card.
All patrons must be 21 years of age or older and are required to present valid government-issued ID (that includes a photo and/or
physical description) and provide their Social Security number (for tax purposes only) to claim prizes.
When a finalist is not able to present valid identification within 7 days of winning, is on the NYSGC Self Exclusion and/or State
Exclusion list, is ineligible per NYSGC regulations, or is formally evicted by R.W.C. management the finalist forfeits the prize.
Acceptable forms of ID are Driver’s License, Passport, State or U.S. Government-issued ID, or U.S. military ID. All forms of ID must
have a photo and/or physical description of the holder. When a Poker Supervisor or above visually verifies the winner and the ID that
the Players Card Center has on file is valid, the prize is still awarded.
Employees at Resorts World Catskills, employees of Empire Resorts Inc., Montreign Operating Company, LLC, Empire Resorts Real
Estate I, LLC, Empire Resorts Real Estate II, LLC, Bally Gaming Systems, Aristocrat, IGT, Konami, Everi, Spielo, MGT, SDG and/or
Multimedia Games and/or their spouses, siblings, children and/or other dependents living in the same residence are not eligible to
participate.
Individuals on the self-exclusion list, exclusion list and individuals who are prohibited from entering the property are not eligible for
participation in this promotion.
All participants must grant permission to R.W.C. for promotional use of their names, photographs, and identity.
Any dispute or situation not covered by the official rules will be resolved by RWC management in a manner deemed to be fairest to
all concerned, and that decision shall be final and binding on all participants. In addition, RWC has the right to void any entry, and/or
to change, cancel or modify this promotion at any time. Participation in this promotion is an agreement to abide by all rules of the
promotion and official rules of RWC.
NYSGC will be notified immediately in the event of a cancellation or if the Promotion fails to run as submitted.

Poker $200 High Hands
Wednesdays in January
Resorts World Catskills - Rules
The High Hand per Hour promotion qualifying period runs from 10:00am to 6:00pm, with one winner per hour on selected days.
* One – $200 winner is announced at 11:00am and every hour following until 6:00pm for a total of 8 high hand periods.
Each day from 10:00am to 5:00pm a Poker Supervisor announces the opening of the one hour qualifying period.
The Poker High Hand per Hour promotion is posted in the Resorts World Catskills (“R.W.C.”) Poker Room at least 48 hours prior to
the selected promotion date.
At the completion of the announced one hour period, a Poker Supervisor announces the qualifying hour is complete and a new
period has begun. Any hand in process of verification before the closing announcement is eligible. A hand in play which is not
complete during the closing announcement will qualify for the next drawing period, if applicable.
The opening high hand and subsequent higher hands are verified by a Poker Supervisor or above and posted on a television screen
inside the Poker Room.
In the event the television display is inactive, the high hand updates are announced on the overhead speakers. A High Hand Tracking
Log is completed to track the player’s hand, table number, time the hand reached showdown, and the player’s phone number.
At the completion of each qualifying hour, the Poker Supervisor visits the location of the winner. Each winner receives and
completes Winner’s Ticket with a value of $200 in cash. Each winner also provides a signature on the Marketing Reserve Distribution
Log. In the event the winner is not present, they have 7 days to claim the prize. R.W.C. will attempt to call patrons with the phone
number provided if they are not presented however R.W.C. will not be responsible for transmission failure or incorrect phone
numbers. Failure to claim the prize within 7 days results in forfeiture of the prize.
There is no minimum qualifying hand.
The minimum pot size requirement to qualify for this promotion is $20.
Patrons must use at least one of their hole cards in determining the high hand.
A qualifying high hand is not required to reach the showdown.
All hands must be clearly displayed.
This promotion does not require entries; however, patrons must have a Players card as requirements for eligibility.
Eligible game types for this promotion within the Poker Room are: 3/6 Limit Hold’em, 6/12 Limit Hold’em, 10/20 Limit Hold’em, 1/2
No Limit Holdem, and 2/5 No Limit Holdem. Time Rake games, Omaha games, Stud games, and Tournament games are not included.
The Poker High Hand per Half Hour promotion is funded from the Marketing Reserve fund.
If the same two or more qualifying hands are made within the same qualifying period, the prize is divided evenly amongst those
qualifying hands.
Players must play their hands independently and cannot tell opponents how to act or reveal their hand to other players.
This promotion is open to the public and requires a Genting Rewards Club Card to participate. Cards are available at the Genting
Rewards Club or at the Card Printing kiosks. No purchase is required. Valid identification is required to sign up for a Genting Rewards
Club Card.
All patrons must be 21 years of age or older and are required to present valid government-issued ID (that includes a photo and/or
physical description) and provide their Social Security number (for tax purposes only) to claim prizes.
When a finalist is not able to present valid identification within 7 days of winning, is on the NYSGC Self Exclusion and/or State
Exclusion list, is ineligible per NYSGC regulations, or is formally evicted by R.W.C. management the finalist forfeits the prize.
Acceptable forms of ID are Driver’s License, Passport, State or U.S. Government-issued ID, or U.S. military ID. All forms of ID must
have a photo and/or physical description of the holder. When a Poker Supervisor or above visually verifies the winner and the ID that
the Players Card Center has on file is valid, the prize is still awarded.
Employees at Resorts World Catskills, employees of Empire Resorts Inc., Montreign Operating Company, LLC, Empire Resorts Real
Estate I, LLC, Empire Resorts Real Estate II, LLC, Bally Gaming Systems, Aristocrat, IGT, Konami, Everi, Spielo, MGT, SDG and/or
Multimedia Games and/or their spouses, siblings, children and/or other dependents living in the same residence are not eligible to
participate.
Individuals on the self-exclusion list, exclusion list and individuals who are prohibited from entering the property are not eligible for
participation in this promotion.
All participants must grant permission to R.W.C. for promotional use of their names, photographs, and identity.
Any dispute or situation not covered by the official rules will be resolved by RWC management in a manner deemed to be fairest to
all concerned, and that decision shall be final and binding on all participants. In addition, RWC has the right to void any entry, and/or
to change, cancel or modify this promotion at any time. Participation in this promotion is an agreement to abide by all rules of the
promotion and official rules of RWC.
NYSGC will be notified immediately in the event of a cancellation or if the Promotion fails to run as submitted.

Poker $300 High Hands
Thursdays in January 2022
Resorts World Catskills - Rules
The High Hand per half Hour promotion qualifying period runs from 7:00pm to 2:00am, with one winner per half hour on selected
days.
* One – $300 winner is announced at 7:30pm and every half hour following until 2:00am for a total of 14 high hand periods.
Each day from 7:00pm to 1:30am a Poker Supervisor announces the opening of the one half hour qualifying period.
The Poker High Hand per half Hour promotion is posted in the Resorts World Catskills (“R.W.C.”) Poker Room at least 48 hours prior
to the selected promotion date.
At the completion of the announced one half hour period, a Poker Supervisor announces the qualifying half hour is complete and a
new period has begun. Any hand in process of verification before the closing announcement is eligible. A hand in play which is not
complete during the closing announcement will qualify for the next drawing period, if applicable.
The opening high hand and subsequent higher hands are verified by a Poker Supervisor or above and posted on a television screen
inside the Poker Room.
In the event the television display is inactive, the high hand updates are verbally announced on the overhead speakers. A High Hand
Tracking Log is completed to track the player’s hand, table number, time the hand reached showdown, and the player’s phone
number.
At the completion of each qualifying half hour, the Poker Supervisor visits the location of the winner. Each winner receives and
completes Winner’s Ticket with a value of $300 in cash. Each winner also provides a signature on the Marketing Reserve Distribution
Log. In the event the winner is not present, they have 7 days to claim the prize. R.W.C. will attempt to call patrons with the phone
number provided if they are not presented however R.W.C. will not be responsible for transmission failure or incorrect phone
numbers. Failure to claim the prize within 7 days results in forfeiture of the prize.
There is no minimum qualifying hand.
The minimum pot size requirement to qualify for this promotion is $20.
Patrons must use at least one of their hole cards in determining the high hand.
A qualifying high hand is not required to reach the showdown.
All hands must be clearly displayed.
This promotion does not require entries; however patrons must have a Players card as requirements for eligibility.
Eligible game types for this promotion within the Poker Room are: 3/6 Limit Hold’em, 6/12 Limit Hold’em, 10/20 Limit Hold’em, 1/2
No Limit Holdem, and 2/5 No Limit Holdem. Time Rake games, Omaha games, Stud games, and Tournament games are not included.
The Poker High Hand per Half Hour promotion is funded from the Marketing Reserve fund.
In the event that the same two or more qualifying hands are made within the same qualifying period, the prize is divided evenly
amongst those qualifying hands.
Players must play their hands independently and cannot tell opponents how to act or reveal their hand to other players.
This promotion is open to the public and requires a Players card to participate. Cards are available at the Players Card Center. No
purchase is required. Valid identification is required to sign up for a Players card.
All patrons must be 21 years of age or older, and are required to present valid government-issued ID (that includes a photo and/or
physical description) and provide their Social Security number (for tax purposes only) to claim prizes.
When a finalist is not able to present valid identification within 7 days of winning, is on the NYSGC Self Exclusion and/or State
Exclusion list, is ineligible per NYSGC regulations, or is formally evicted by R.W.C. management the finalist forfeits the prize.
Acceptable forms of ID are; Driver’s License, Passport, State or U.S. Government-issued ID, or U.S. military ID. All forms of ID must
have a photo and/or physical description of the holder. When a Poker Supervisor or above visually verifies the winner and the ID that
the Players Card Center has on file is valid, the prize is still awarded.
Employees at Resorts World Catskills, employees of Empire Resorts Inc., Montreign Operating Company, LLC, Empire Resorts Real
Estate I, LLC, Empire Resorts Real Estate II, LLC, Bally Gaming Systems, Aristocrat, IGT, Konami, Everi, Spielo, MGT, SDG and/or
Multimedia Games and/or their spouses, siblings, children and/or other dependents living in the same residence are not eligible to
participate.
Individuals on the self-exclusion list, exclusion list and individuals who are prohibited from entering the property are not eligible for
participation in this promotion.
All participants must grant permission to R.W.C. for promotional use of their names, photographs, and identity.
Any dispute or situation not covered by the official rules will be resolved by RWC management in a manner deemed to be fairest to
all concerned, and that decision shall be final and binding on all participants. In addition, RWC has the right to void any entry, and/or
to change, cancel or modify this promotion at any time. Participation in this promotion is an agreement to abide by all rules of the
promotion and official rules of RWC.
NYSGC will be notified immediately in the event of a cancellation or if the Promotion fails to run as submitted.

$125 MegaStack Poker Tournament
7:15pm Wednesdays in January
Resorts World Catskills - Rules
NO LIMIT HOLD EM
MEGASTACK POKER TOURNAMENT
$125 Buy In ($100+19+6) Freeze Out
Level Small Blind Big Blind / Ante
1st Level 100
100
2nd Level 100
200
3rd Level 200
300
4rd Level 200
400
5th Level 300
600
6th Level 400
800
7th Level 500
1,000
8th Level 600
1,200
9th Level 800
1,400
10th Level 1,000 1,600
11th Level 1,000 2,000
12th Level 1,500 2,500
13th Level 2,000 3,000
14th level 2,000 4,000
15th Level 3,000 5,000
16th Level 3,000 6,000
17th Level 4,000 8,000
18th Level 5,000 10,000
19th Level 6,000 12,000
20th Level 8,000 16,000
21st Level 10,000 20,000
Winners must show a valid ID to collect winnings. Residents of foreign countries without a U.S. tax treaty will be subject to
withholding. Pursuant to new IRS regulations, W-2G or 1042s forms will be issued for all tournament winnings of $5,000 or more
(net of Buy-In).
$119 Buy-In ($100 prize pool contribution, $19 administrative fee) starts with 20,000 in chips.
$125 Buy-In ($120 prize pool contribution, $19 administrative fee, $6 optional dealer appreciation bonus) starts with 25,000 in
chips.
Registration for the first five (5) levels and through the 10 min break. No Re-entry
All levels will be 20 minutes.
Late Entries will receive a full starting stack.
Breaks after levels 5, 10, 15, and 20.
This tournament is in Big Blind Ante Format. The Big Blind will be responsible for the payment of the ante wager. The big blind is
paid before the ante.
Registration begins 2 hours prior to tournament start time.
Additional levels may be added at the discretion of the Tournament Director.
Management reserves the right to cancel or change tournament.
There is a minimum of 10 entries in order for the tournament to begin.
All patrons must be 21 years of age or older, and are required to present valid government-issued ID (that includes a photo and/
or physical description) and provide their Social Security number (for tax purposes only) to claim prizes.
Poker tournaments are subject to the approval of the NYSGC.

$125 MegaStack Poker Tournament
10:15am - Thursdays in January
Resorts World Catskills - Rules
NO LIMIT HOLD EM
MEGASTACK POKER TOURNAMENT
$125 Buy In ($100+19+6) Freeze Out
Level Small Blind Big Blind / Ante
1st Level 100
100
2nd Level 100
200
3rd Level 200
300
4rd Level 200
400
5th Level 300
600
6th Level 400
800
7th Level 500
1,000
8th Level 600
1,200
9th Level 800
1,400
10th Level 1,000 1,600
11th Level 1,000 2,000
12th Level 1,500 2,500
13th Level 2,000 3,000
14th level 2,000 4,000
15th Level 3,000 5,000
16th Level 3,000 6,000
17th Level 4,000 8,000
18th Level 5,000 10,000
19th Level 6,000 12,000
20th Level 8,000 16,000
21st Level 10,000 20,000
Winners must show a valid ID to collect winnings. Residents of foreign countries without a U.S. tax treaty will be subject to
withholding. Pursuant to new IRS regulations, W-2G or 1042s forms will be issued for all tournament winnings of $5,000 or more
(net of Buy-In).
$119 Buy-In ($100 prize pool contribution, $19 administrative fee) starts with 20,000 in chips.
$125 Buy-In ($120 prize pool contribution, $19 administrative fee, $6 optional dealer appreciation bonus) starts with 25,000 in chips.
Registration for the first five (5) levels and through the 10 min break. No Re-entry
All levels will be 20 minutes.
Late Entries will receive a full starting stack.
Breaks after levels 5, 10, 15, and 20.
This tournament is in Big Blind Ante Format. The Big Blind will be responsible for the payment of the ante wager. The big blind is
paid before the ante.
Registration begins 2 hours prior to tournament start time.
Additional levels may be added at the discretion of the Tournament Director.
Management reserves the right to cancel or change tournament.
There is a minimum of 10 entries in order for the tournament to begin.
All patrons must be 21 years of age or older, and are required to present valid government-issued ID (that includes a photo and/or
physical description) and provide their Social Security number (for tax purposes only) to claim prizes.
Poker tournaments are subject to the approval of the NYSGC.

Poker $250 High Hands - Fridays in January
Resorts World Catskills - Rules
The High Hand per half Hour promotion qualifying period runs from 10:00am to 2:00am, with one winner per half hour on
selected days.
* One – $250 winner is announced at 10:30am and every half hour following until 2:00am for a total of 32 high hand periods.
Each day from 10:00am to 1:30am a Poker Supervisor announces the opening of the one half hour qualifying period.
The Poker High Hand per half Hour promotion is posted in the Resorts World Catskills (“R.W.C.”) Poker Room at least 48 hours
prior to the selected promotion date.
At the completion of the announced one half hour period, a Poker Supervisor announces the qualifying hour is complete and a
new period has begun. Any hand in process of verification before the closing announcement is eligible. A hand in play which is not
complete during the closing announcement will qualify for the next drawing period, if applicable.
The opening high hand and subsequent higher hands are verified by a Poker Supervisor or above and posted on a television
screen inside the Poker Room.
In the event the television display is inactive, the high hand updates are verbally announced on the overhead speakers. A High
Hand Tracking Log is completed to track the player’s hand, table number, time the hand reached showdown, and the player’s
phone number.
At the completion of each qualifying half hour, the Poker Supervisor visits the location of the winner. Each winner receives and
completes Winner’s Ticket with a value of $250 in cash. Each winner also provides a signature on the Marketing Reserve
Distribution Log. In the event the winner is not present, they have 7 days to claim the prize. R.W.C. will attempt to call patrons
with the phone number provided if they are not presented however R.W.C. will not be responsible for transmission failure or
incorrect phone numbers. Failure to claim the prize within 7 days results in forfeiture of the prize.
There is no minimum qualifying hand.
The minimum pot size requirement to qualify for this promotion is $20.
Patrons must use at least one of their hole cards in determining the high hand.
A qualifying high hand is not required to reach the showdown.
All hands must be clearly displayed.
This promotion does not require entries; however patrons must have a Players card as requirements for eligibility.
Eligible game types for this promotion within the Poker Room are: 3/6 Limit Hold’em, 6/12 Limit Hold’em, 10/20 Limit Hold’em,
1/2 No Limit Holdem, and 2/5 No Limit Holdem. Time Rake games, Omaha games, Stud games, and Tournament games are not
included.
The Poker High Hand per Half Hour promotion is funded from the Marketing Reserve fund.
In the event that the same two or more qualifying hands are made within the same qualifying period, the prize is divided evenly
amongst those qualifying hands.
Players must play their hands independently and cannot tell opponents how to act or reveal their hand to other players.
This promotion is open to the public and requires a Players card to participate. Cards are available at the Players Card Center. No
purchase is required. Valid identification is required to sign up for a Players card.
All patrons must be 21 years of age or older, and are required to present valid government-issued ID (that includes a photo and/
or physical description) and provide their Social Security number (for tax purposes only) to claim prizes.
When a finalist is not able to present valid identification within 7 days of winning, is on the NYSGC Self Exclusion and/or State
Exclusion list, is ineligible per NYSGC regulations, or is formally evicted by R.W.C. management the finalist forfeits the prize.
Acceptable forms of ID are; Driver’s License, Passport, State or U.S. Government-issued ID, or U.S. military ID. All forms of ID must
have a photo and/or physical description of the holder. When a Poker Supervisor or above visually verifies the winner and the ID
that the Players Card Center has on file is valid, the prize is still awarded.
Employees at Resorts World Catskills, employees of Empire Resorts Inc., Montreign Operating Company, LLC, Empire Resorts Real
Estate I, LLC, Empire Resorts Real Estate II, LLC, Bally Gaming Systems, Aristocrat, IGT, Konami, Everi, Spielo, MGT, SDG and/or
Multimedia Games and/or their spouses, siblings, children and/or other dependents living in the same residence are not eligible
to participate.
Individuals on the self-exclusion list, exclusion list and individuals who are prohibited from entering the property are not eligible
for participation in this promotion.
All participants must grant permission to R.W.C. for promotional use of their names, photographs, and identity.
Any dispute or situation not covered by the official rules will be resolved by RWC management in a manner deemed to be fairest
to all concerned, and that decision shall be final and binding on all participants. In addition, RWC has the right to void any entry,
and/or to change, cancel or modify this promotion at any time. Participation in this promotion is an agreement to abide by all
rules of the promotion and official rules of RWC.
NYSGC will be notified immediately in the event of a cancellation or if the Promotion fails to run as submitted.

Poker $500 High Hand w/ Rollover
Saturday, January 8, 15, 22, 29, 2022
Resorts World Catskills - Rules
The High Hand per half Hour promotion qualifying period runs from 10:00am to 10:00pm, with one potential winner per half
hour on selected days.
* One – $500 winner is announced at 10:30am, if the hand reaches the minimum qualifier, and every half hour following until
10:00pm for a total of 24 high hand periods.
Each day from 10:00am to 9:30pm a Poker Supervisor announces the opening of the one half hour qualifying period.
The Poker High Hand per half Hour promotion is posted in the Resorts World Catskills (“R.W.C.”) Poker Room at least 48 hours
prior to the selected promotion date.
At the completion of the announced one half hour period, a Poker Supervisor announces the qualifying half hour is complete and
a new period has begun. Any hand in process of verification before the closing announcement is eligible. A hand in play which is
not complete during the closing announcement will qualify for the next drawing period, if applicable.
The opening high hand and subsequent higher hands are verified by a Poker Supervisor or above and posted on a television
screen inside the Poker Room.
In the event the television display is inactive, the high hand updates are verbally announced on the overhead speakers. A High
Hand Tracking Log is completed to track the player’s hand, table number, time the hand reached showdown, and the player’s
phone number.
At the completion of each qualifying half hour, the Poker Supervisor visits the location of the winner. Each winner receives and
completes Winner’s Ticket with a value of $500 in cash. Each winner also provides a signature on the Marketing Reserve
Distribution Log. In the event the winner is not present, they have 7 days to claim the prize. R.W.C. will attempt to call patrons
with the phone number provided if they are not presented however R.W.C. will not be responsible for transmission failure or
incorrect phone numbers. Failure to claim the prize within 7 days results in forfeiture of the prize.
The minimum qualifying hand is Four of a kind eight's. In the event there is no qualifying hand in a qualifying period, the amount
of the prize is rolled over to the next high hand period.
In the event, no hand has qualified in the final qualifying period, the final prize will be awarded to the first qualifying hand after
time expires for the promotion.
Patrons must use at least one of their hole cards in determining the high hand.
A qualifying high hand is not required to reach the showdown.
The minimum pot size requirement to qualify for this promotion is $20.
All hands must be clearly displayed.
This promotion does not require entries; however patrons must have a Players card as requirements for eligibility.
Eligible game types for this promotion within the Poker Room are: 3/6 Limit Hold’em, 6/12 Limit Hold’em, 10/20 Limit Hold’em,
1/2 No Limit Holdem, and 2/5 No Limit Holdem. Time Rake games, Omaha games, Stud games, and Tournament games are not
included.
The Poker High Hand per Half Hour promotion is funded from the Marketing Reserve fund.
In the event that the same two or more qualifying hands are made within the same qualifying period, the prize is divided evenly
amongst those qualifying hands.
Players must play their hands independently and cannot tell opponents how to act or reveal their hand to other players.
This promotion is open to the public and requires a Genting Rewards Club Card to participate. Cards are available at the Genting
Rewards Club or at the Card Printing kiosks. No purchase is required. Valid identification is required to sign up for a Genting
Rewards Club Card.
When a finalist is not able to present valid identification within 7 days of winning, is on the NYSGC Self Exclusion and/or State
Exclusion list, is ineligible per NYSGC regulations, or is formally evicted by R.W.C. management the finalist forfeits the prize.
Acceptable forms of ID are; Driver’s License, Passport, State or U.S. Government-issued ID, or U.S. military ID. All forms of ID
must have a photo and/or physical description of the holder. When a Poker Supervisor or above visually verifies the winner and
the ID that the Players Card Center has on file is valid, the prize is still awarded.
Employees at Resorts World Catskills, employees of Empire Resorts Inc., Montreign Operating Company, LLC, Empire Resorts
Real Estate I, LLC, Empire Resorts Real Estate II, LLC, Bally Gaming Systems, Aristocrat, IGT, Konami, Everi, Spielo, MGT, SDG and/
or Multimedia Games and/or their spouses, siblings, children and/or other dependents living in the same residence are not
eligible to participate.
Individuals on the self-exclusion list, exclusion list and individuals who are prohibited from entering the property are not eligible
for participation in this promotion.
All participants must grant permission to R.W.C. for promotional use of their names, photographs, and identity.
Any dispute or situation not covered by the official rules will be resolved by RWC management in a manner deemed to be fairest
to all concerned, and that decision shall be final and binding on all participants. In addition, RWC has the right to void any entry,
and/or to change, cancel or modify this promotion at any time. Participation in this promotion is an agreement to abide by all
rules of the promotion and official rules of RWC.
NYSGC will be notified immediately in the event of a cancellation or if the Promotion fails to run as submitted.

Poker $250 High Hands Sundays in January
Resorts World Catskills - Rules
The High Hand per half Hour promotion qualifying period runs from 12:00pm to 10:00pm, with one winner per half hour on
selected days.
* One – $250 winner is announced at 12:30pm and every half hour following until 10:00pm for a total of 20 high hand periods.
Each day from 12:00pm to 9:30pm a Poker Supervisor announces the opening of the one half hour qualifying period.
The Poker High Hand per half Hour promotion is posted in the Resorts World Catskills (“R.W.C.”) Poker Room at least 48 hours
prior to the selected promotion date.
At the completion of the announced one half hour period, a Poker Supervisor announces the qualifying half hour is complete and
a new period has begun. Any hand in process of verification before the closing announcement is eligible. A hand in play which is
not complete during the closing announcement will qualify for the next drawing period, if applicable.
The opening high hand and subsequent higher hands are verified by a Poker Supervisor or above and posted on a television
screen inside the Poker Room.
In the event the television display is inactive, the high hand updates are announced on the overhead speakers. A High Hand
Tracking Log is completed to track the player’s hand, table number, time the hand reached showdown, and the player’s phone
number.
At the completion of each qualifying half hour, the Poker Supervisor visits the location of the winner. Each winner receives and
completes Winner’s Ticket with a value of $250 in cash. Each winner also provides a signature on the Marketing Reserve
Distribution Log. In the event the winner is not present, they have 7 days to claim the prize. R.W.C. will attempt to call patrons
with the phone number provided if they are not presented however R.W.C. will not be responsible for transmission failure or
incorrect phone numbers. Failure to claim the prize within 7 days results in forfeiture of the prize.
There is no minimum qualifying hand.
The minimum pot size requirement to qualify for this promotion is $20.
Patrons must use at least one of their hole cards in determining the high hand.
A qualifying high hand is not required to reach the showdown.
All hands must be clearly displayed.
This promotion does not require entries; however, patrons must have a Players card as requirements for eligibility.
Eligible game types for this promotion within the Poker Room are: 3/6 Limit Hold’em, 6/12 Limit Hold’em, 10/20 Limit Hold’em,
1/2 No Limit Holdem, and 2/5 No Limit Holdem. Time Rake games, Omaha games, Stud games, and Tournament games are not
included.
The Poker High Hand per Half Hour promotion is funded from the Marketing Reserve fund.
If the same two or more qualifying hands are made within the same qualifying period, the prize is divided evenly amongst those
qualifying hands.
Players must play their hands independently and cannot tell opponents how to act or reveal their hand to other players.
This promotion is open to the public and requires a Genting Rewards Club Card to participate. Cards are available at the Genting
Rewards Club or at the Card Printing kiosks. No purchase is required. Valid identification is required to sign up for a Genting
Rewards Club Card.
All patrons must be 21 years of age or older and are required to present valid government-issued ID (that includes a photo and/
or physical description) and provide their Social Security number (for tax purposes only) to claim prizes.
When a finalist is not able to present valid identification within 7 days of winning, is on the NYSGC Self Exclusion and/or State
Exclusion list, is ineligible per NYSGC regulations, or is formally evicted by R.W.C. management the finalist forfeits the prize.
Acceptable forms of ID are Driver’s License, Passport, State or U.S. Government-issued ID, or U.S. military ID. All forms of ID must
have a photo and/or physical description of the holder. When a Poker Supervisor or above visually verifies the winner and the ID
that the Players Card Center has on file is valid, the prize is still awarded.
Employees at Resorts World Catskills, employees of Empire Resorts Inc., Montreign Operating Company, LLC, Empire Resorts
Real Estate I, LLC, Empire Resorts Real Estate II, LLC, Bally Gaming Systems, Aristocrat, IGT, Konami, Everi, Spielo, MGT, SDG and/
or Multimedia Games and/or their spouses, siblings, children and/or other dependents living in the same residence are not
eligible to participate.
Individuals on the self-exclusion list, exclusion list and individuals who are prohibited from entering the property are not eligible
for participation in this promotion.
All participants must grant permission to R.W.C. for promotional use of their names, photographs, and identity.
Any dispute or situation not covered by the official rules will be resolved by RWC management in a manner deemed to be fairest
to all concerned, and that decision shall be final and binding on all participants. In addition, RWC has the right to void any entry,
and/or to change, cancel or modify this promotion at any time. Participation in this promotion is an agreement to abide by all
rules of the promotion and official rules of RWC.
NYSGC will be notified immediately in the event of a cancellation or if the Promotion fails to run as submitted.

Poker Player Hour Bonus - January 2022
Resorts World Catskills - Rules
As used herein, “R.W.C.” means Resorts World Catskills.
The R.W.C. Poker Room Player Hour Bonus qualifying period consists of one calendar month.
The dates and times of the Poker Player Hour Bonus qualifying period along with the promotion rules are posted at least 48 hours
in advance of the promotion in the R.W.C. Poker Room.
Players who accrue hours in the qualifying period in any Poker room game, excluding tournament play, will be eligible for the
following prizes based on hours accrued; 40+ Player hours to receive $60 primary comp in the following calendar month.
Players, who are not actively playing at a cash style poker table, are placed in lobby time in the Bravo operating system. The
Lobby time function places the players’ time accrual on hold. Lobby time is not calculated in the total accrued hours.
The total amount of play time is available at the poker podium, upon request, for players to view their total hours for the
qualifying period.
The winners of the Poker Player Hour Bonus promotion are available in the R.W.C. Poker Room
All qualified winners will have $60 placed into primary comp on or before Feb 2, 2022.
Primary comp will expire at the end of the month of February. Failure to claim a prize during the redemption period results in
forfeiture of the prize.
R.W.C. is not responsible for notifying patrons of their eligibility. Patrons may at any time inquire with a Poker Supervisor of their
eligibility.
The Bravo Promotion Watch program is used to track the accumulated player hours.
Aspects of the Poker Player Hours Bonus promotion are subject to the approval of appropriate regulatory authorities. .
R.W.C. may disqualify any person for any prize based upon fraud, dishonesty, violation of promotional rules or other misconduct
whether or not related to the promotion.
Individuals on the self-exclusion list, exclusion list and individuals who are prohibited from entering the property are not eligible
for participation in this promotion.
By entering, each participant authorizes R.W.C. to the unconditional use of his/her likeness and name and name of hometown for
purposes of advertising and promotion without compensation, consideration, notice, review or consent where permitted.
Prizes are non-transferable.
All winners must be 21 years of age or older, present two forms of identification; one of which is a valid government-issued ID
(that includes a photo and/or physical description) and provide their Social Security number (for tax purposes only) to claim
prizes.
When a winner is not able to present valid identification within 7 days of winning, is on the NYGC Self Exclusion and/or State
Exclusion list, is ineligible per NYGC regulations, or is formally evicted by R.W.C. management, the winner forfeits the prize.
Acceptable forms of ID are; Driver’s License, Passport, State or U.S. Government-issued ID, or U.S. military ID. All forms of ID must
have a photo and/or physical description of the holder. All forms of ID must have a photo and/or physical description of the
holder. When a Poker Supervisor or above visually verifies the winner and the ID that the Players Card Center has on file is valid,
the prize is still awarded.
Employees at Resorts World Catskills, employees of Empire Resorts Inc., Montreign Operating Company, LLC, Empire Resorts Real
Estate I, LLC, Empire Resorts Real Estate II, LLC, Bally Gaming Systems, Aristocrat, IGT, Konami, Everi, Spielo, MGT, SDG and/or
Multimedia Games and/or their spouses, siblings, children and/or other dependents living in the same residence are not eligible
to participate.
Any dispute or situation not covered by the official rules will be resolved by RWC management in a manner deemed to be fairest
to all concerned, and that decision shall be final and binding on all participants. In addition, RWC has the right to void any entry,
and/or to change, cancel or modify this promotion at any time. Participation in this promotion is an agreement to abide by all
rules of the promotion and official rules of RWC.
This promotion is open to the public and requires a Genting Rewards Club Card to participate. Cards are available at the Genting
Rewards Club or at the Card Printing kiosks. No purchase is required. Valid identification is required to sign up for a Genting
Rewards Club Card.
NYSGC will be notified immediately in the event of a cancellation or if the Promotion fails to run as submitted.

$125 Buy-in
MEGASTACK POKER TOURNAMENT RULES

Compliance
Resorts World Catskills “(R.W.C.”) shall conduct all poker tournaments in the Poker Room
according to submissions with the specific modifications contained in this poker tournament
submission. The specific number and location of the poker tables to be used will depend on the
number of participants in any given tournament. R.W.C. will not conduct a poker tournament
unless final authorization is granted by the New York State Gaming Commission (“NYSGC”), and
all advertising has been submitted to the NYSGC for approval.
A.

The term “Tournament Staff Member” will mean a Supervisor or Pit Manager or Poker
Manager of the Poker Department and/or Shift Manager of the Table Games Department.

B.

The term “Tournament Cashier” will mean a Casino Cage Cashier or Above.

Poker Tournament Notification to the NYSGC
R.W.C will submit a written Promotional Submission Form of tournament details to the NYSGC
for approval. The tournament will not be conducted until approved by the New York State
Commercial Gaming Division.
Poker Tournament Rules
All tournaments will be conducted in accordance with the Poker Tournament Rules.
Buy-In Registration
Tournament will be open to the public with proper notification. Each tournament player in a buyin tournament must buy-in at the Poker Cage located in the Poker Room and pay the:
Buy-in - The required amount paid by a patron that goes directly into the prize pool.
Administrative Fee - The required amount paid by a patron which R.W.C. would consider as
revenue.
Optional Dealer Appreciation – An optional fee for the players, where the players contribute a
small fee in a poker tournament for the poker dealers in exchange for extra starting chips.
Amounts collected from the Dealer Fee are directly reported as tips/gratuity earnings for Poker
Dealers.
Total Amount Collected - Commonly referred to as the collective total of all entry fees.
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The total amount collected for all daily tournaments will be on a cash only basis at the Poker
Cage. All buy-ins will be returned as prize money (the prize pool) after the completion of the final
table.
The Total amount collected is conducted at the Poker Cage and will process all cash payments
related to tournament transactions (i.e. buy-ins, entry fees, Dealer Fee, payout of winnings).
Computerized Registration
R.W.C. will use the Bravo poker software (a standalone computer system) to generate player
receipts, random seat assignments, and tournament payouts. Each tournament will be listed in
the system, with the buy-in, administrative fee, dealer fee, and the date of the tournament. All
tournament players are required to have a Players card and identification in order to register for
a tournament. The Players card center employee, or Poker Supervisor or above will create cards
using their computer programs to screen for potential Exclusion and Self Exclusion patrons. To
register a player, the tournament Cashier will swipe the player’s card into the Bravo system,
select the tournament the player wishes to enter and will print a Tournament Buy-In Receipt. If
the Bravo database does not recognize the customer, the tournament Cashier will enter the
player’s card number and name. This will cause the database to recognize the player the next
time the card is swiped. The tournament Cashier will print a 3-part computer generated
Tournament Buy-In Receipt, which will also contain the players seat assignment. The tournament
Cashier will retain the original copy of the Tournament Buy-In Receipt and the player will receive
the duplicate copies. Each player will present a copy of their Tournament Buy-In Receipt to the
Dealer at their assigned table to be seated. The Dealer will subsequently check the receipt
collected for proper seating assignments and give the copy of the Tournament Buy-In Receipt
collected to a tournament staff member at the completion of the registration period.
Acknowledgment
Full Tournament Rules will be made available to patrons in the Poker room upon request.
Tournament Buy-In Receipt
Each tournament player who pays the necessary total amount collected will receive two copies
of the three-part Tournament Buy-In Receipt. The Tournament Buy-In Receipt will be printed at
the time of buy-in at the Poker Cage and will contain information on the tournament player
including his/her name, Players card number and moneys received (i.e., total amount collected
includes Buy-in, administrative fee, and optional Dealer Fee) from the player.
The duplicate copies of the Tournament Buy-In Receipt will be given to the tournament player
who will be required to present their receipt to the Poker Supervisor or poker Dealer on the day
of the tournament. In the event the patron loses their Tournament Buy-In Receipt, the
tournament player will be asked for proper identification, which will be matched against the
original copy of the Tournament Buy-In Receipt maintained by the Poker Cage or Main Cage. The
original Tournament Player Receipt along with the Tournament Summary Form will be
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maintained in the designated tournament window for reconciliation purposes and subsequent
forwarding to Casino accounting upon completion of the tournament. The duplicate copies of the
Tournament Buy-In Receipt are presented by the patron to the Dealer at their assigned table.
The patron is then subsequently given the tournament chips by the Dealer. The duplicate copies
of the Tournament Summary Form and the Prize Distribution Schedule will be maintained by the
Poker Manager.
Manual Registration
Manual registration is to be used only as a backup whenever the computerized registration is not
operational.
Tournament Player Receipt (Manual)
Each tournament player who pays the necessary buy-ins receives the duplicate and triplicate
copies of a three-part manual Tournament Player Receipt. The manual Tournament Player
Receipt will be prepared by the Poker Cashier at the time of buy- and will contain information on
the tournament player including his/her name, Players card number and moneys received (i.e.
Buy-in, Administrative fee, Dealer Fee, Total) from the player. The tournament player will be
asked to sign their name on the line indicated signature. The date and cashier’s signature and
license number or tournament cashier’s signature and license number will also be recorded on
the manual Tournament Player Receipt upon acceptance of the money from the player.
The duplicate copies of the manual Tournament Player Receipt will be given to the tournament
player who will be required to present their receipt to the tournament Cashier on the day of the
tournament; they will then make a random draw from the Seat Cards for their table and seat
assignment.
The duplicate copy of the manual Tournament Player Receipt is presented by the patron to the
Dealer at their assigned table and are subsequently given by the Dealer to the tournament staff
member to be sent to the Poker Manager’s office along with the duplicate copy of the
Tournament Summary Form, which will be maintained by the Poker Manager.
In the event the patron loses their manual Tournament Player Receipt, the tournament player
will be asked for proper identification, which will be matched against the original copy of the
manual Tournament Player Receipt maintained by the Poker Cage.
The manual Tournament Player Receipts along with the original Tournament Summary Form will
be maintained in the designated tournament window for reconciliation purposes and
subsequently forwarded to Casino Accounting.
Random Seating
Option 1 (Secondary Method)(manual mode): The tournament player will make a random draw
from Seat Cards placed in a bucket for their table and seat assignment. This random seating
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method will only be used in the event that the Bravo Tournament Watch computer mode
experiences a technical malfunction.
Option 2 (Primary Method)(computer mode): Seats will be assigned to all participants by random
selection by a computer-generated program, which is based on a random number generator. The
seat assignment will appear on the Tournament Player Receipt.
Close of Buy-In Registration
Tournament registration for each day will close after twelve blind rounds and through the
scheduled break after the start of the tournament for late registration or if at capacity for one
blind round of alternates. When the supervisor announces the beginning of the 13th blind level,
registration will be closed.
The Poker Cashier window(s) accepting the tournament buy-in, administrative fee, and the dealer
fee will record the total number and amount of the buy-ins, administrative fees, taxes owed to
state and dealer fee on the Tournament Summary Form and sign the Tournament Summary Form
on the Cashier line. The tournament staff member will compare the duplicate copies of the
Tournament Player Receipts with the totals recorded on the Tournament Summary Form. After
cross checking the Receipts with the form, the tournament staff member will sign the bottom of
the duplicate Tournament Summary Form on the Poker Supervisor line attesting to same.
The tournament staff member will use the information from the Tournament Summary Form to
calculate the prize money distribution for the final tournament in accordance with the Prize
Distribution Schedule for the type of game being played. After the tournament staff member has
completed and signed the Prize Distribution Schedule, the tournament staff member will forward
the Prize Distribution Schedule to the Poker Cashier to verify and attest to the accuracy of the
calculations. The Poker Cashier will sign and date the bottom of the Prize Distribution Schedule.
A tournament staff member will enter the prize amounts onto the Winners Ticket when payouts
have been reached for payment of the prizes at the Poker Cage.
Tables
All poker tables in use for tournament play will have the table inventory float covers locked. Prior
to locking the covers, a complete inventory will be conducted and an inventory slip will be
completed. Once tournament play is completed on a particular poker table, the float may be
unlocked for non-tournament play.
Tournament Chips
Prior to conducting poker tournaments, a par level distribution of tournament chips will be
supplied to the poker room from the Poker Storage Closet. These tournament chips will held in
the poker room as the poker tournament chip inventory. The initial inventory along with
additions and subtractions to the inventory will be recorded on the Tournament Chip
Reconciliation Sheet. The Tournament Chip Reconciliation Sheet will be maintained by the Poker
Room. An inventory of the tournament chips will be conducted prior to and after each individual
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tournament. The Tournament Chip Reconciliation Sheet will be stored in the tournament pit
stand and readily available for inspection.
All chips used for tournament play will be non-value tournament chips approved for use by the
NYSGC. Prior to the start of tournament play, the Dealer assigned to each tournament table will
distribute to each registered player a fixed amount of non-value tournament chips.
The total number of chips distributed will be recorded by the tournament staff member in the
Issued Column of a Poker Tournament Chip Log. The log will contain the table number, date,
denomination breakdown, total number of chips issued by denomination and the signature of
the tournament staff member. The Poker Tournament Chip log will be completed at each table.
After distribution to all tournament players, any excess tournament chips, along with the Poker
Tournament Chip Log will be locked in the poker pit stand prior to the commencement of play.
At the completion of each color-up round the tournament staff member will note the number of
chips issued in the issued column and the number of chips returned in the returned/reconciled
column. Any variances in tournament chips will be immediately reported to New York Gaming on
site compliance and the surveillance. Surveillance will conduct an investigation into the variance
and report the results to New York Gaming onsite compliance and the Poker Manager.
Players must return all tournament chips when they are eliminated or at the conclusion of their
tournament play.
At the conclusion of the tournament, all tournament chips will be reconciled by the tournament
staff member and entered onto the returned column of the Poker Tournament Chip Log. The
Poker Tournament Chip Log will be maintained by the Poker Manager.
Procedures for Payment of Winnings (Computer)
To collect any place of finish tournament winnings, the tournament staff member uses the total
prize pool amount as recorded in the Bravo Tournament Watch Program and the Prize Money
Distribution Schedule for the type of game being played to calculate the prize money distribution
for the tournament on the Bravo Prize Money Distribution form. The tournament staff member
will enter the “Place Finish” position and corresponding “total dollar amount” for that position in
the Bravo Tournament Watch program. As the eliminations progress and the identity and “Place
Finish” position of the winners become known, the tournament staff member will enter the
winner’s position in the Bravo Tournament Watch Program. The winning patron will proceed to
the Poker Cage. The patron will present their players card and valid identification for processing
of payment. The Bravo Tournament Watch will then print a three part Winners Ticket. The casino
cage will retain one copy, the duplicate for the patron, and the triplicate for retention by the
Poker department. The Winners Ticket will contain the date, event, place of finish, amount won,
tournament players name, account number, and the winner’s signature. All U.S. citizens who
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have net winnings more than $5,000 will be required to provide their social security number
along with the issuance of W-2G. Players from foreign countries who have net winnings more
than $5,000 will be issued a 1042-S.and be subject to the withholding applicable to their country
of origin.
Procedures for Payment of Redistributed Winnings (Computer)
At the request of all remaining players in a tournament game, they may elect to have the prize
pool redistributed to abbreviate the end of the tournament game. R.W.C. will only offer this
option when the tournament has 10 players or less remaining. When the players have agreed on
a redistributed amount of the original Prize Money Distribution Schedule, the tournament staff
member will have all players sign a Tournament Prize Pool Redistribution Consent form. This form
will contain the date, tournament type, the positions paid, amount paid per position of
placement, players name, players card #, and the players signature for consent of agreement.
Upon completion of the Tournament Prize Pool Redistribution Consent Form the tournament
staff member will enter the new prize amounts and position placements into the Bravo
Tournament Watch Program. The winning patrons will then proceed to the Poker Cage. The
patrons will present their players card and valid identification for processing of payment. The
Bravo Tournament Watch will then print a three part Winners Ticket. The Poker cage will retain
one copy, the duplicate for the patron, and the triplicate for retention by the Poker department.
The Winners Ticket will contain the date, event, place of finish, amount won, tournament players
name, account number, and the winner’s signature. All U.S. citizens who have net winnings more
than $5,000 will be required to provide their social security number along with the issuance of
W-2G. Players from foreign countries who have net winnings more than $5,000 will be issued a
1042-S.and be subject to the withholding applicable to their country of origin.
Procedures for Payment of Winnings (Manual)
To collect any place of finish tournament winnings, a four-part Winners Ticket will be filled out
by the tournament staff member. As indicated above, the tournament staff member uses the
total prize pool amount as recorded on the Poker Tournament Summary Form and the Prize
Money Distribution Schedule for the type of game being played to calculate the prize money
distribution for the tournament on the Calculation of Prize Money Distribution form. The
tournament staff member will enter the “Place Finish” position and corresponding “total dollar
amount” for that position on the tournament Winners Ticket. As the eliminations progress and
the identity and “Place Finish” position of the winners become known, the tournament staff
member will enter the winner’s names on the Winners Ticket corresponding to each winner’s
“Place Finish” position. The tournament staff member will check the patrons account in the
computer ratings program to ensure that they have not been placed on the Exclusion or Self
Exclusion lists. Each Winners Ticket will be signed by the tournament staff member on the line
labeled “Signature of Preparer”; Prizes $10,000 or more will require an additional authorized
signature which would be an Assistant Shift Manager, Poker Manager or above.
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The Winners Ticket will contain the date, event, place of finish, amount won ($ and written),
tournament players name, account number, address, date of birth and the winner’s signature.
The preparer of the Winners Ticket will indicate “N/A” in the field labeled “Social Security # for
net winnings that are less than $5,000”. All U.S. citizens who have net winnings more than $5,000
will be required to provide their social security number along with the issuance of W-2G. Players
from foreign countries who have net winnings more than $5,000 will be issued a 1042-S.and be
subject to the withholding applicable to their country of origin. The winning players must present
the Winners Ticket and proper identification to receive their winnings.
At the time of issuance, the patron will be requested to sign the duplicate and triplicate of the
Winners Ticket. The patron will be directed to the Poker Cage. The original copy and duplicate
copy of the Winners Ticket will be given to the patron to be presented to the designated
tournament Cashier at the Poker. The original copy will signed in the presence of the Poker
Cashier. The signed duplicate copy will be forwarded to Revenue Accounting. The signed
triplicate copy of the Winners Ticket will be held by the Poker Department. The quadruplicate
copy will be given to the customer.
Procedures for Payment of Redistributed Winnings (Manual)
At the request of all remaining players in a tournament game, they may elect to have the prize
pool redistributed to abbreviate the end of the tournament game. R.W.C. will only offer this
option when the tournament has 10 players or less remaining. When the players have agreed on
a redistributed amount of the original Prize Money Distribution Schedule, the tournament staff
member will have all players sign a Tournament Prize Pool Redistribution Consent form. This form
will contain the date, tournament type, the positions paid, amount paid per position of
placement, players name, players card #, and the players signature for consent of agreement.
Upon completion of the Tournament Prize Pool Redistribution Consent Form the tournament
staff member will bring the document to the Poker Cage. The tournament staff member and Cage
Cashier will sign the Consent form to acknowledge the redistribution. The Poker Cage will retain
the original for reconciliation. The Poker Manager will retain a photocopy for record keeping and
reconciliation.
A four-part Winners Ticket will be filled out by the tournament staff member. Winners Ticket will
contain the date, event, place of finish, amount won, tournament players name, account number,
and the winner’s signature. All U.S. citizens who have net winnings more than $5,000 will be
required to provide their social security number along with the issuance of W-2G. Players from
foreign countries who have net winnings more than $5,000 will be issued a 1042-S.and be subject
to the withholding applicable to their country of origin. The winning patrons will then proceed to
the Poker Cage. The patrons will present their players card and valid identification for processing
of payment.
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Procedures for Distribution of Poker Dealers Gratuities
Amounts collected on the Tournament Summary Form on line 3 for Dealer’s Fee will be
transposed to a Poker Toke Receipt and be titled as Tournament Tokes. This is done to assist
payroll with the allocation of this tip/gratuity fund. The Poker Toke Receipt will be signed and
dated by a Poker Cashier and tournament staff member. An additional poker dealer toke box will
be secured to a poker pit stand. This dealer toke box will be locked and keyed the same as the
standard poker dealer toke boxes. At the completion of tournament play, players who wish to
contribute an additional gratuity on top of the Dealer Fee will place funds in this box labeled,
“Tournament Dealers Gratuity”. This box will be taken to the Cashier by a tournament staff
member. The Casino Cashier will open the “Tournament Dealers Gratuity” box and record the
funds as Tournament Tokes on the Poker Toke Receipt. The Poker Toke Receipt will be signed
and dated by the Poker Cashier and tournament staff member. The Dealer Fee and the optional
additional gratuity will be disbursed to all poker Dealers who dealt poker tournaments based
upon hours contributed to the poker tournaments. This allocation will be completed at least biweekly based on the pay period. No team members with a supervisor role are eligible to receive
tips and/or gratuities.
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$125 Buy-in MEGASTACK
Poker Tournament Rules

Section I – General Rules:
1. As used herein, “R.W.C” means Resorts World Catskills.
2. Entry into the tournament is limited to players 21 years of age or older with valid proof
of age.
3. One entry per person, per event, except for applicable rebuys, as set forth in event
descriptions. No teams, substitutes, transfers or assisted play.
4. The tournament is subject to all applicable federal, state, and local laws and regulations,
including gaming, and all aspects of the tournament are subject to the approval of
appropriate regulatory authorities.
5. R.W.C will limit the number of entries into the tournament to 12 blind levels after the
start of each starting day plus one round of alternates in the event there is an alternate
list.
6. Void where prohibited or restricted by law.
7. Winners are responsible for any and all taxes, licenses, registrations and other fees.
8. Entrants must show their valid picture identification (driver’s license, state identification
card, passport, or military identification card) at registration and in order to register and
collect prize. If participant is not a U.S. citizen a current passport is required.
9. Tournament times are approximate. R.W.C. reserves the right to change tournament
times due to unforeseen or extenuating circumstances.
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10. R.W.C may disqualify any person for any prize based upon fraud, dishonesty, violation of
promotional rules or other misconduct whether or not related to the tournament.
11. R.W.C. may cancel, modify, relocate or reschedule the tournament for any reason with
prior approval by and/or notification to the appropriate gaming regulators.
12. R.W.C may cancel or modify a guaranteed prize pool within 24 hours notice with prior
approval and/or notification to the NYSGC.
13. R.W.C is not responsible for injuries or losses arising or resulting from participation in
the tournament and is not liable for any acts or omissions by employees, whether
negligent or willful, in the conduct of the tournament, and is not liable in the event of
any equipment or software malfunction.
13. Employees of R.W.C. as determined by R.W.C. are not eligible to play in any events,
unless approved in advance by R.W.C.
14. Individuals who are excluded from casino facilities, either through a government
program or by their own request, are not eligible.
15. Each participant must certify eligibility.
16. By entering, each participant authorizes R.W.C. to the unconditional use of his/her
likeness and name and name of hometown for purposes of advertising and promotion
without compensation, consideration, notice, review or consent where permitted.
17. By participating in the TOURNAMENT, entrants agree to the rules.
18. Entries are non-transferable.
19. Prize structures depend upon number of entrants and the type of event entered, and
are set forth in the tournament notification submissions.
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20. Entrants will be assigned to a table and seat through a random selection.
21. If the participant is not present at the end of the registration period, but has registered,
all forced antes and blinds bets will be removed from an absent player’s stack
accordingly from that point forward.
22. Non-value chips are used for tournament play.
23. All decisions regarding the interpretation of rules, eligibility, etc. for the tournament lie
solely with the Tournament Director, whose decisions are final. The Tournament
Director is defined as the Poker Room Manager or the Poker Room Manager on duty
who holds a casino key license.
24. R.W.C. reserves the right to cancel, change or modify the tournament or a guaranteed
prize pool at any time, for any reason, subject to all applicable regulatory approval,
provided that such modification shall not, as of the date of such modification, materially
alter or change any participant’s prize already awarded.
25. If for any reason the tournament is not capable of running as planned, including
infection by computer virus, bugs, tampering, unauthorized intervention, fraud,
technical failures, or any other causes within or beyond the control of R.W.C. which
corrupt or affect the administration, security, fairness, integrity, or proper conduct of
this tournament, R.W.C. reserves the right, with prior written notification from the New
York Gaming Commission to cancel, terminate, modify or suspend the tournament or
the guaranteed prize pool on an approved tournament.
26. Any attempt by any person to deliberately damage any program or to undermine the
legitimate operation of this tournament may be a violation of criminal and civil laws and
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should such an attempt be made, R.W.C reserves the right to seek damages from any
such person to the fullest extent of the law.
27. Player Tournament Receipts will be retained for record keeping purposes in accordance
with local legal requirements.
28. All participants must have a Players card; Players Cards are free and are available at the
Players Card Center.
29. Tournament Rules and any and all changes in the rules and event descriptions for will be
available at the tournament facilities. Specifically available will be this document and
details contained within the Promotional Submission form, upon request, at the Poker
Room Podium.
Section II – Poker Rules
30. Tournament Directors are to consider the best interest of the game and fairness as the
top priority in the decision-making process. Unusual circumstances can, on occasion,
dictate that the technical interpretation of the rules be ignored in the interest of
fairness. The Tournament Director’s decision is final. The Tournament Director is
defined as the Poker Room Manager, or in the absence of the Poker Manager, the Poker
Room Pit Manager on duty who holds a casino key license.
31. Chip race rule: When it is time to color-up chips, a race-off will determine who receives
the odd chips. The remaining chips from each player will be placed together, colored-up,
and any remaining chips will be either colored up if 50% or more of the value of the
colored up chip, or will be forfeited if below 50% of the value of the colored up chip. The
colored-up chips left will be raced-off by each player receiving one card face up for each
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of their chips that were not originally colored-up and pooled together (i.e. He/She has 3
chips not colored up, he/she would receive 3 cards). The highest cards by suit will
receive `one of the colored-up chips from the pool. The player with the second highest
card will receive one of the colored-up chips from the pool. This will take place until all
colored-up chips have been raced-off. A maximum of one chip will go to any player. The
chip race will always start in the No.1 seat. A player cannot be raced out of a
tournament. In the event that a player has only one chip left, the regular race
procedure will take place. If that player loses the race, [s]he will be given one chip of
the smallest denomination still in play
32. Odd chips (i.e. if the smallest chips in play are $5 and the pot is $85 and cannot be
divided evenly an “Odd Chip” situation would occur): The odd chip(s) will go to the high
hand.
33. Side pots: If two or more people win the hand where someone was all-in and there are
side pots, each side pot will be split as a separate pot. They will not be mixed together
before they are split.
34. Calling for the clock procedures: Once a reasonable amount of time has passed the
Poker Supervisor makes the decision it is time to force the player to act, and a clock is
called for, a player will be given one (1) minute to make a decision. If action has not
been taken by the time the minute is over, there will be a ten (10) second countdown. If
a player has not acted on his hand by the time the countdown is over, the hand will be
dead.
35. Dead Button: Tournament play will use a dead button.
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36. Penalties: A penalty will be invoked if a player exposes any card with action pending, if a
card(s) goes off the table, if soft-play occurs, or similar incidents take place. The penalty
will be in 4 steps. 10 min for the 1st violation, 20 min for a subsequent violation, 30 min
for a 3rd violation, and the 4th step is disqualification.
37. Penalties will be invoked in cases of abuse, disruptive behavior, or similar incidents
which are considered severe by the Tournament Director. These instances will be
penalized by a 1 blind round penalty for the first instance and disqualification for
subsequent violation.
38. A player must be at the table by the time all players have received the appropriate
amount of cards from the dealer in order to have his or her hand live. Players must be
at the table to call time. In stud-type games, the forced low hand will be immediately
dead if the player is not there to act on his or her hand at the time [s]he is required to
put money in the pot (the minimum bring-in will be posted and the hand will be killed).
39. All cards will be turned face up once a player is all in and all action is complete.
40. If a player puts in chips that is less than 100% of the previous bet, those chips will be
committed to the pot. A player may fold and commit those chips and call the remaining
amount of the bet. An exception would be if the player stated raise prior to committing
the chips whereas a full raise would be required. Any dealer error will be subject to the
interpretation of the floor supervisor.
41. In no-limit, an oversized chip before the flop is a call; after the flop, an oversized chip by
the initial bettor put in the pot will constitute the size of the bet. In pot-limit and no-
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limit, if a player states raise and throws in an oversized chip, the raise will be the
maximum amount allowable up to the size of that chip.
42. The one-player-to-a-hand rule will be enforced.
43. Tournament and satellite seats will be randomly assigned.
44. The English-only rule will be enforced in the United States during the play of hands.
45. A player who wants to use a cellular phone must step away from the table.
46. There will be no foreign objects on the table except for a maximum of one card cap. A
card cap is an item used by the player as a card protection device.
47. Deck changes will be on the dealer push or limit changes or as prescribed by R.W.C.
Players may not ask for deck changes.
48. When time has elapsed in a round and a new blind level or bet structure (as submitted
in the notifications) is announced, the new limits apply to the next hand.
All tournament tables will use an automatic shuffler. When using an automatic shuffler,
the beginning of the hand starts with the pressing of the green button to change the
decks. In the event one or more shufflers are not available for all tournament tables for
more than 5 hands, RWC will switch to a manual shuffle mode for all tournament tables.
In the manual shuffle mode, a hand has begun with the first riffle.
49. Players must keep their highest denomination chips visible at all times.
50. Verbal declarations as to the content of a player’s hand are not binding; however at
R.W.C. discretion, any player deliberately miscalling his hand will be warned followed by
the 4 step penalty described above in rule 36.
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51. When everyone folds to a bettor, making them the winner, and the remaining cards are
no longer necessary, a player may not ask the dealer to finish the deal in order to see
what would have happened. This is known as rabbit hunting. Rabbit hunting will not be
permitted.
52. A player who intentionally dodges his or her blind(s) when moving from a broken table
will forfeit the blind(s) and/or incur a penalty. The money will be put into the next pot
and will be considered dead money.
53. All chips must be visibly displayed at all times. Players may not have tournament chips
in their pockets at any time. A player who has chips in his or her pocket will forfeit the
chips. The forfeited chips will be taken out of play from the tournament.
54. Moving players: In flop games, players will be moved from the big blind to the worst
position.
55. If a R.W.C. dealer kills an unprotected hand, the player will have no redress and will not
be entitled to his or her money back. An exception would be if a player raised and his or
her raise had not been called yet, [s]he would be entitled to receive his or her raise
back.
56. R.W.C. dealers cannot kill a winning hand that was turned face up and was obviously the
winning hand.
57. Player’s verbal declarations in turn are binding. Action out of turn will also be binding.
58. Seat tiles will be used to break tables. The seat tiles for available seats will be randomly
shuffled by the Tournament Director and passed out according to the high card. High
Card will be used to see who receives the first tile and then the remaining tiles will be
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distributed clockwise around the table. Players going from a broken table to fill in seats
assume the rights and responsibilities of the position. They can get the big blind, the
small blind, or the button. The only place they cannot get a hand is between the small
blind and the button. A player moved to balance tables will take the worst position. A
dead button situation may occur.
59. Penalties available for use by the R.W.C. Tournament Director are verbal warnings – 10,
20, and 30 minutes away from the table – and may be used with discretion. These may
be utilized by R.W.C. up to and including disqualification. A player who is disqualified
shall have his or her chips removed from play.
60. Players are obligated to protect the other players in the tournament at all times.
Discussing cards discarded or hand possibilities is not allowed.
61. A player who exposes his or her cards during the play will incur a penalty, but will not
have his or her hand killed.
62. In no Limit or Pot Limit, when raising, a player must either put the amount of the raise
out in one motion or state the raise amount. By stating the word raise, a player
protects his or her right to raise, but the raise must be made in one additional motion
unless [s]he states the amount.
63. Verbally disclosing the contents of your hand or advising a player how to play a hand will
result in the 4 step penalty process as described above in rule 36.
64. In no-limit, less than a full raise does not reopen the betting to a player who already has
acted.
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65. Tables will be broken in an order/manner and available to all players upon request,
however; due to certain circumstances, R.W.C. reserves the right to alter that order.

Section III – Additional Rules
66. One table will be used to set the button position on all games in a tournament. The
dealer on the designated game will deal one card face-up to each stack on the game
starting from seat 1 around. The High Card (suits used to break a tie in alpha order
Clubs, Diamonds, Hearts, Spades in ascending order. ACE of Spades is the Highest Card)
wins the button position and all other tables will set their button to that position to start
the tournament.
67. “Seat Tiles” will be collected as players are eliminated from the tournament. These tiles
will be used when it comes time to break a table. High Card (as above) will determine
who on the game receives the first “Seat Tile” and then the remaining tiles will be
distributed clockwise around the table.
68. Alternate List Option: If all available seats in a tournament are filled, an alternate list
may be established. Each time a player is eliminated an alternate will be seated.
Alternate tournament players will start with the original starting chip stack.
69. In the event a tournament is cancelled due to an emergency at R.W.C., players who
were already eliminated from the event will lose their buy-in and fees. The remaining
players in the event will be paid the prize money based on their chip stacks and
standings in the tournament at the time the tournament stops running.
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72. All players will begin with the same chip amount.
73. Limits, blinds and antes are raised at regularly scheduled intervals. In the event the
tournament clock is not functional, The Tournament Director will maintain a manual clock and
announce the new blind levels according to the Promotional Submission Form.

Tournament chips will be of the following denominations.

$25.00
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$100.00

$500.00

$1,000.00

$5,000.00

$25,000.00

